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Today’s Presentation.

Understanding the Immigrant
Experience
Separating Fact From Fiction.
What can we do?

1. Context: Local Demographics
2. Migration: Why and how immigrants come
3. Immigration Myths vs Facts
4. New Life: What immigrants face living here
5. Current Political Climate: Policy and Human implications
6. How can we all help
7. Immigrant Story

Catalina S. Horak ED. B1C- and Attorney Alex Troyb
March 31, 2019
Temple Beth El Stamford

8. Taking action: Creating an inclusive environment
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1. Context: Local Demographics

1. Context: Local Demographics (cont.)

Foreign born population

Estimated Number of Undocumented Immigrants (source MPI)

USA 13%

USA: 11 million (60% in the US for more than 10 years)

CT 13.8 % (483,000 people)

CT: 105,000

Fairfield County 20.2% (190,000 people)

Fairfield County: 58,000- 60,000

Stamford 36% (+/- 45,000 people)
26% of Stamford’s population: Hispanic/Latino

Mixed Status Family
(both foreign-born

Over 50% of undocumented have overstayed their visas

& citizens)
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2. Migration: Why do they leave home?
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2. Migration: The Journey to the US

Every day realities
Malnutrition
Violence
Economic reality
Family Separation
Large number of people in rural areas
have a family member in the USA
Grandparents raising children
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3. Immigration Myths vs Facts
“My parents/ grandparents came here legally…”

CROSSING POINT

Today, there is no legal pathway to immigrating to the United States for the vast
majority of foreigners.
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• No qualifying family member (or extremely long waiting periods).
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• Brothers and sisters of US citizens will have to wait 13 to 23 years for a
visa depending on their county of origin.

CR

• Not enough work visas, and high burden on the employers.
• The number of work visas is low, and extremely low for unskilled
workers (positions requiring less than 2 years of training/experience).
• Long backlog for these types of visas.
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• The minimum income requirement is too high for some sponsors.
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3. Immigration Myths vs Facts
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3. Immigration Myths vs Facts
“Once They Give Birth In The United States…”

“It’s Easy To Get A Marriage-Based Green Card…”
• Must be initiated by a US citizen (there is no guarantee that they will file the
application, and there are plenty of horror stories).

• A child cannot petition for a parent until the child reaches the age of 21.

• Understandably, there is a high evidentiary burden and plenty of fraud
investigations.

• The parent must have entered the United States legally (after inspection at
the border). Waivers very difficult to obtain. Most undocumented
immigrants that entered illegally cannot pursue this type of application.

• The immigrant spouse must have entered the United States legally (after
inspection at the border). Waivers of this requirement are very difficult to
obtain. In turn, most undocumented immigrants that entered illegally
cannot pursue this type of application.

• Even if the parent waits in the United States, the parent must not have had
any legal issues throughout that time. Many issues that would have no
impact on an American can lead to deportation.

• The minimum income requirement is too high for some sponsors.
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3. Immigration Myths vs Facts

• The minimum income requirement is too high for some sponsors – especially
21-year-old students.
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“They Steal Jobs From Americans…”

3. Immigration Myths vs Facts
“They Steal Jobs From Americans…”

• The US economy does not contain a fixed number of jobs for which
immigrants and native-born workers compete.
• If 5 million unauthorized workers were removed from the country,
there would not be 5 million job openings for unemployed
Americans.
• Why?
• The two populations have different skills and cannot simply be
swapped for one another.
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“They Steal Jobs From Americans…”

3. Immigration Myths vs Facts
“They Steal Jobs From Americans…”

• July 1, 2011, a tough new immigration law was passed in Georgia
causing many undocumented immigrants to move out of the state
fearing continued employment there.
• The governor proposed that convicted criminals on probation take over
the agricultural positions that were left vacant. After a short time, many
of these individuals started walking off the jobs because the work was
too strenuous.
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• By October, a University of Georgia survey found that 40 percent fewer
workers were available than in previous years. The value of the
estimated crop losses of fruits and vegetables was at least $70 million.
The losses grew to $390 million when the total economic loss from the
displaced workers was factored in.
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3. Immigration Myths vs Facts

3. Immigration Myths vs Facts

“They Don’t Pay Taxes…”

“They Are A Burden On Public Benefits…”

• Permanent Residents pay taxes.
• Many undocumented immigrants have taxes withheld by employers
(much like US citizens) if they are working in the US.

• Undocumented immigrants are not eligible for federal public
benefits such as Social Security, SSI, Temporary Assistance
for Needy Families, Medicaid, Medicare and food stamps.

• Many undocumented immigrants file tax returns and pay taxes by
utilizing Taxpayer Identification Numbers (fearing a bar for nonpayment of taxes at some future point in time).

• Even most legal immigrants cannot receive these benefits
until they have been in the US for five years or longer,
regardless of how much they have worked or paid taxes.

• All immigrants, much like US citizens, pay sales taxes and often
property taxes.

• Can receive emergency medical assistance and basic
education.
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4. New Life: What immigrants face living here a
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5. Current Political Climate: Policy and Human Implications

Language barrier – 3 rd language?

What is different now?

Low literacy, education

• Changes from “discretionary authority”
• Previously Exempt categories
• Current directives “no exempt classes or categories”
• DACA exception
• Collateral” damage
• Court Houses
• Vilification of undocumented immigrants- VOICE office
• Enforcement at the border/ asylum applications

Mixed status families, fear of
deportation
Children or family left behind
Lack of access to healthcare
Work place abuses /unpaid
wages
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Criminal convictions vs current perception
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5. Current Political Climate: Policy & Human Implications
• ICE “sensitive” locations- Hospitals, Schools, Places of Worship

Natives

Undoc.
Immigrants

Documented
Immigrants

• Public Charge Rule changes
3x more likely to be convicted
of a crime if you are a native
that if you are an immigrant

• Asylum : not granted to victims of domestic violence
& claims of gang violence
• DACA and TPS changes
• Immigration court hearings/ lack of representation

1.53%

0.85%

• Family Separation- not only at the border

0.47%
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Changes in priority enforcement population

6. How can we all help?
Understand their “NEW” reality and how it affects their daily lives.
Who will take care of my children or
who will send them to me?

could easily go from fewer than 1,390,000 people
to almost 10,000,000

Building Trust
Difference between ICE Police and Local Police
Schools understand our situation (parents and children)

“everyone should be worried and
looking over their shoulders”

Credible sources of information (they are highly vulnerable)
Lawyer and Notario abuse
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7. Immigrant stories

Jennifer
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Our mission is to bring passionate people together to
8. Taking
Action
help immigrants and their families succeed in the.

Mexico

Adult ESL

EMPLOY

Skills Development Program/
Worker Center
Skills Development Day Jobs
Program

EDUCATE
Maria

EMPOWER

Guatemala

Volunteers &
Community
Outreach

Joe
El Salvador

ENGAGE

Family & School Services
Immigration Legal
Services
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8. Taking Community Action
Immigrant Families
Receptive

Thank you.
Approachable

Empathic

Inclusive

www.building1community.org

Open
&
Alert
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